AGENDA

• Welcome and Information Items – Ramesh
  – Interim report (due April 15, 2012)

• Cohort updates
  – Glendale CC - Richard, Kristin, Jan and Scott
  – College of the Canyons – David and Susan
  – CSUN – Nagwa and Tesha
    • Tutors and Peer mentors

• Course Articulation Agreements
  – Updates from CSUN, GCC and CoC
  – Next Steps

• WiTEC – Using Tablets to address the needs of the cohort – Stewart Prince

• Project Activities with Cohort Students – Faculty Mentors

• Project Evaluation* - Nathan

• Project Website – Kunal

• Agenda Items and Topics for April 11th meeting
Meeting dates

- January 12
- February 9
- March 15
- April 11
- May 10
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Addressing gaps in course articulation agreements

- Discussed gaps in articulation agreements during December 9th meeting
- Where are we now? Progress since February?

Action Item

- Next steps and Timelines
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Some Examples of Project Activities

- Projects in one of your instructional labs,
- Research projects you may be working on,
- Introduction to an appropriate professional society student chapter in your discipline and related activities – technical talks, presentations, student chapter activities etc.,
- Visit with the cohort students from GCC and COC (when they are selected)
- WiTec enabled small group sessions with the cohort in one of your labs
- Participation in Tech Fest, Project Showcase etc.,